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Greatest	`Recent’	Discoveries	

•  FluctuaIons	of	Cosmic	Microwave		
					Background	(1992)	(Nobel	Prize	2006)	

•  Dark	Energy	(1998)		
					(Nobel		Prize	2011)	

•  Higgs	Discovery	(2012)		
				(Nobel	Prize	2013)	

•  GravitaIonal	waves	(2016)	
					(Nobel	Prize	2017)		



Fundamental Theories:	

Special	RelaIvity	and	Quantum	Mechanics	



Poincaré	Group:	(SR	and	QM)	

Massive	parIcles:	(Li<le	group	SO(3))	
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1. Introduction and Conclusions

String theory, just like standard relativistic quantum field theories, has very few model independent

consequences at low energies. In quantum field theory we can name the existence of anti-particles,

the CPT theorem, the running of couplings in terms of the renormalisation group and the identity

of all particles of the same type. String theory, for vacua with non-compact dimensions, ‘predicts’

gravity and at least one neutral scalar, the dilaton, antisymmetric tensors of different ranks and

usually also charged matter, and supersymmetry (see for instance [1]).

By the same nature of a theory (string theory or otherwise) with a naturally large energy scale

to address the issue of quantum gravity, it is very difficult to identify model independent low-

energy implications subject to experimental verification which can put to test the theory and not

just particular models or scenarios.

The purpose of this note is to make a simple but general remark. We point out a low-energy

consequence of all string constructions, that is the absence of massless continuous spin representa-

tions (CSR) of the Poincaré group [2]. This fact has no straightforward explanation within standard

particle physics field theoretical analysis and is consistent with all experiments so far since parti-

cles fitting into those representations have not been found in nature; see however [3] or a recent

discussion of their phenomenology.

One of the most elegant theoretical developments in particle physics, pioneered by Wigner, is

the description of one-particle states in terms of unitary representations of the four- dimensional

Poincaré group [2] (see also [4]).

One-particle states are classified according to the quantum numbers of the invariant Casimir

operators C1 = PµPµ and C2 = WµWµ with Pµ and Wµ = ϵµνρσPνMρσ the momentum and Pauli-

Ljubansky vectors respectively and Mρσ the Lorentz generators. C1 and C2 label the representation

in terms of their eigenvalues that essentially correspond to mass m and spin J in a representation

with fixed momentum pµ.

The representations differ according to whether C1 is positive, zero or negative. For massive

particles (C1 > 0) the remaining space-time quantum numbers come from the fact that the sta-

bilising or Little Group in four-dimensions is SO(3), the subgroup of the Poincaré group leaving

invariant a state in its rest mass frame described by a four-momentum p = (m, 0, 0, 0). The cor-

responding states are the different spin states of the multiplet. This defines a particle in terms of

quantum numbers |m,J ; pµ, s⟩ with s = −J,−J + 1, · · · , J and p2 = m2.
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Tachyons?	
	
Massless	parIcles:	(Li<le	group	E2)		
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For massless particles (C1 = 0) 1 the momentum can be written p = (E, 0, 0, E) and the

corresponding Little Group is not only the naively guessed SO(2) but actually the whole Euclidean

group in two dimensions E2 or ISO(2). This complicates matters since this group has infinite

dimensional unitary representations, known as continuous spin representations (CSR), that would

correspond to a continuous spin-like label on the elementary particles, something that has not been

observed in nature.

A standard way to proceed is to simply restrict to the finite dimensional representations that

correspond to those of SO(2). This defines helicity λ, as the good quantum number which is

quantised in half integers. Since the two Casimirs vanish in the reference frame defined by p =

(E, 0, 0, E) all observed massless particles 2 are then labelled only by pµ and λ: |pµ,λ⟩ with λ =

0,±1/2,±1, · · · . But there is no satisfactory explanation why to restrict only to representations of

SO(2) instead of the full E2. Contrary to the massive case for which matter fields fit into generic

representations of SO(3), there are massless representations (infinite dimensional) that are allowed

by the basic principles of special relativity and quantum mechanics but do not seem to be realised

in nature. A theoretical understanding of this fact is needed.

Over the years the continuous spin representations have been discussed in several different

contexts (see for instance [6] and references therein) and attempts have been made to describe

them in terms of quantum field theoretical interactions, but without much success. The question of

their relevance becomes even stronger in the description of higher dimensional theories, such as ten

and eleven dimensional supergravities, for which the argument that they have not been observed in

nature does not directly apply. Therefore we may wonder if either these representations exist and

may have an important role to play in a fundamental theory or if the structure of the fundamental

theory may provide a first-principles explanation of why these particles are not observed in nature.

In this note we would like to address the relevance of string theory for the existence or not

of continuous spin representations. One may ask if these states could be present in string theory.

In perturbative string theory we can observe an obstruction since in the standard quantisation,

particles of different masses and spin are in the same multiplet in the sense that upon application of

the creation and annihilation operators one relates particles of different masses. It is then clear that

if the massive representations do not carry a continuous label the massless states should not carry

it either. Then the continuous spin representations are not present in perturbative string construc-

tions. This argument can be turned into a model-independent prediction of string constructions

at the same level as the other two general ‘predictions’ of the theory, the presence of gravity and

supersymmetry. It can be said that if these states are detected experimentally, all string theory

constructions known so far would be ruled out. From the perspective of the CSR’s string theory

provides a straightforward explanation of why the relevant part of the Little group for massless

states is O(D − 2) for a D dimensional theory instead of the full ISO(D − 2).

The fact that these representations are not realised in perturbative string theory does not pre-

1The case C1 < 0 corresponds to tachyonic states that are usually a signature of instability. In supersymmetric

string theories this particle is projected out of the spectrum, although being the ground state of the quantisation it

has played important roles in the understanding of branes and with potential cosmological implications [5].
2Recall that in the standard model all known particles, except the Higgs particle itself, are described by massless

states and the massive ones acquire their mass via the Higgs effect.
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∞-dimensional	representaIons	(CSR):	not	observed	??	

Restricted	Li^le	group:	O(2)	in	E2:		
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	Theories	for	spins	0,1/2,1:		Quantum	Field	Theories	(QFT)	
	
	Massless	spins	3/2,2:	(super)	gravity:EffecIve	Field	Theories	(EFT)	

	Wigner	1939	



“Generic	PredicIons”	of	QFT	

•  IdenIcal	parIcles	

•  AnIparIcles	

•  CPT	

•  Spin-staIsIcs	

•  ‘Decoupling’	(physics	organised	by	scales,	EFTs)	



The Standard Model: 
      (A particular QFT) 
	



•  Higgs H spin=0 

•  Graviton G  spin=2 (Classical!?) 

SU(3)xSU(2)xU(1)	+	Gravity	
3	Families	+	Higgs	
3+1	Dimensions	
	



Standard	Model	+	Gravity	

Figure 1: The standard model on a mug. The first row has the Einstein-Hilbert term for gravity (� = 2) and

the kinetic and topological terms for the gauge fields (� = 1) describing the electromagnetic, weak and strong

interactions. The second line has the kinetic energy for the matter fields: quarks and leptons � = 1/2 as well as

their (Yukawa) couplings to the Higgs field H (� = 0). The third line is the kinetic and potential energy for the

Higgs field.

The robustness of the standard model is simply impressive. Other features to emphasise about

the standard model (SM) are:

• The SM is an EFT. The non-gravitational part of the Lagrangian is renormalisable and

therefore quantum mechanically complete (up to Landau poles). The inclusion of gravity

makes it into an e↵ective field theory (EFT) which is well defined up to scales close to the

Planck scale MP lanck =
p
~c/G ⇠ 1019 GeV. The fact that the non-gravitational part of

the SM is renormalisable used to be regarded as a positive property. However, it is because

of this property that we do not know at which scale the SM ceases to be valid and therefore

we have less guidance of what lies beyond the SM. In this sense it could be possible that

new physics may only manifest at or close to the Planck scale.

• The SM is simple but not the simplest. The structure of gauge fields and matter content

of the SM is relatively simple (small rank simple gauge groups, matter in bi-fundamental

representations). However, there are simpler gauge symmetries (such as just abelian U(1)

symmetries or an SO(3) group) and matter content (only singlets, a single family, etc.) but

they do not fit the experiments.

• Rich phase structure. The standard model is actually rich enough to illustrate most of the

theoretically known phases of gauge theories: Coulomb phase (electromagnetism), Higgs
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Some	ProperIes	of	the	SM	

•  Arguably	greatest	theoreIcal	achievement	in	past	75	years.	

•  It	is	renormalisable	but	also	an	EFT	(large	cutoff)	

•  It	is	simple	(not	the	simplest)	

•  Ma^er	in	bi-fundamental	representaIons	

•  Illustrates	several	phases	of	gauge	theories	
•  It	is	‘ugly’	(elegant	principles	but	many	free	parameters)	

•  SM+gravity	+	neutrino	mass	could	imply	a	SM	`landscape’	

•  Not	complete	(baryogenesis,	dark	ma^er,	gravity)	



Open	Problems	
(Challenges	for	young	generaIon)	



Open	QuesIons	

•  Why?	(3+1	(dimensions,	families,	interacIons);		
				+	some	20	parameters	(masses,	couplings))	

•  Naturalness	(hierarchy,	cc,	strong	CP)	

•  ‘Technical’	(confinement,...)	

•  Cosmology	(dark	ma^er,	baryogenesis,	density	perturbaIons	
of	CMB,	origin/alternaIves	to	inflaIon,...,	big-bang)	

•  Consistency	(gravity)	



Approaches to BSM	



Approaches to BSM 

Simplicity 

Follow your nose 

Top-down 

Bottom-up 



FUNDAMENTAL PROBLEM 
Quantum Gravity 



= 1019 GeV 

LHC 



Hierarchy	Problem	

Quantum	correcIons?	

HS	1997	



Cosmological	constant	

} 

Cosmological constant = 
0.00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000001 MPlanck

4 ???? 



String Theory 
      



General ‘Predictions’ of 
(Super) String Theory 



Gravity + other interactions 
+ matter + … exist! 0 

Massless Spectrum of String/M Theories
Theory Dimensions Supercharges Bosonic Spectrum

Heterotic 10 16 gMN , BMN , �

E8 ⇥ E8 Aij
M

Heterotic 10 16 gMN , BMN , �

SO(32) Aij
M

Type I 10 16 NS-NS gMN , �, Aij
M

SO(32) R-R CMN

Type IIA 10 32 NS-NS gMN , BMN , �

R-R CM , CMNP

Type IIB 10 32 NS-NS gMN , BMN , �

R-R C, CMN , CMNPQ

11D Supergravity 11 32 gMN , CMNP

5 General predictions of string theory

• One theory one parameter.

Even though over the years 5 consistent supersymmetruc string theories were identified

in the mid 1990s it was understood that all of them are di↵erent manifestations of one

single underlying theory, M -theory, that also includes as another weak coupling limit 11

dimensional supergravity. This is an important property that a candidate for a fundamental

theory should have. Furthermore, each of the di↵erent srtring theories has one single

parameter corresponding to the string length that defines the units and besides that there

are no free parameters, another desired property of a fundamental theory. This immediately

raises the question on how to determine all the 20 or so free parameters of the standard

model taking values in such a huge range. The answer should be dynamical and there is a

challenge on identifying the dynamics that selects all the observables we see in nature.

• Extra dimensions.

Another well known property of consistent string theories is the dimensionality. A positive

point is that contrary t o most theories of physics for which the spacetime dimension is

assumed from the start, in string theory it is determined by the condition of criticality of the

underlying conformal field theory. The fact that the critical dimension is 10 and not 4 sets

a challenge on how to obtain our 4-dimensional world. It immediately indicates that even

though the theory may be unique the number of solutions (giving rise to di↵erent universes)

most likely cannot be unique. In particular flat supersymmetric 10-dimensional spacetime

should be a solution. Furthermore the shape and size of the extra-dimensions (known as

10



								

•  No	tachyons	

•  No	CSR	(conInuous	spin	representaIons)	

*	Both	in	principle	allowed	by	Special	relaIvity+quantum	mechanics					
			+	QFT	(?)	but	not	on	perturbaIve	(super)	strings.	

1 



Extra Bosonic Dimensions 

2 



The Brane World 

3 



Brane world in string theory 

Graviton 

Matter, 
photon,… 

String scale Ms=MP/V ½ (very large volume implies strings  
relevant at scales much smaller than Planck!!!!) 



Extra Fermionic 
Dimensions 

(Supersymmetry (SUSY)) 

4 

Boson           Fermion           Boson 



    SUPERSYMMETRY ! 



If SUSY particles mass 1TeV can 
solve hierarchy problem!!! 

Dark matter!!? 



Supersymmetry	and	Hierarchy	

Supersymmetric particles contribute to the mass of the 
Higgs with opposite signs as SM particles and solves the 
hierarchy if their own mass is ~ 103 GeV 



SUSY	+	UnificaIon	

default hypotheses do indeed hang together. The simplest, minimal implementation of the

standard model, with mH ⇡ 125 GeV, fits all the facts brilliantly.

It is appropriate to remark that both the successful theoretical calculation of rates and

backgrounds for observable consequences of H, and the experimental detection of its rare

subtle signals in an extreme, complex environment will be, if confirmed, scientific achieve-

ments of the highest order.

B. Beyond the Minimal Model

The tight fit between experiment and a minimal, weakly-coupled theory is clearly bad

news for speculations about new strongly interacting sectors at the electroweak scale, in-

cluding technicolor or large extra dimensions in most or all of their many variants.

More interesting, I think, are the implications for low-energy supersymmetry. Low-energy

supersymmetry can be implemented in the framework of weak coupling. It also features

many cancellations among virtual boson and fermion loops. Thus, despite the large number

of superpartners it requires, supersymmetry can hide itself pretty e�ciently.

Lest we forget, let me remind you, with one figure, that there is an excellent, quantitative

reason [23] to suspect that low-energy supersymmetry is relevant to the description of Nature:

FIG. 6: Quantitative comparison of unification of couplings without (dotted lines) and with (solid

lines) contributions from low-energy supersymmetry [24].

If mH ⇡ 125 GeV, we will have another. For while the standard model itself has nothing

much to say, theoretically, about the value of mH , tasteful implementations of low-energy

30

With Supersymmetry 

No Supersymmetry 



Supersymmetry	

•  Hierarchy	✓	
•  UnificaNon	✓	
•  Dark	Ma<er	✓	
•  Instability	✓	
•  Cosmological	Constant		✗
•  Experimental	Evidence??	(fine	tuning	again?) ✗ 	
•  	(Super)	Strings	?	(SUSY	needed	but	scale?)	
	



Why SUSY? 

•  SUSY does not solve the cc problem 
•  SUSY may not solve the hierarchy problem 
•  SUSY B,L + flavour problem 
•  SUSY complicates cosmology (cosmological 

moduli problem, gravitino problem) 
•  Best dark matter candidates not neutralino 
•  Unification: other options 
•  Stability of Higgs potential? No tachyons? 

String Theory? 



5 

One Theory Many Solutions 
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One	single	theory	(+	no	free	
parameters)	but	MANY	soluIons	



   Compactification   
 
 
 



The String Landscape 

Classical Solutions 

Quantum Decay 
(tunnel effect) 



Multiverse 

MANY solutions (>10100000!): 
Anthropic ‘explanation’ of 
dark energy!!????? 



The	Landscape	

•  Good:	A	`soluIon’	of	dark	energy	and	allows		for	the	first	
Ime	to	trust	calculaIons	for	low-energy	SUSY	breaking.	

	
•  Bad:		missed	opportunity	to	have	new	physics	at	low	

energies	from	small	Λ.	
	

•  Ugly:	It	may	also	be	used	to	`solve’	other	problems		(Split	
SUSY,	High-energy	SUSY)	in	unnatural	ways.		



Very few predictions (~QFT) 
 
 •  Construct concrete ‘realistic’ models? 

•  Extract properties of classes of models 
(`big data’?) 

•  General ‘scenarios’ (global vs local issues) 

•  General questions (SUSY breaking and 
moduli stabilisation) 

To make progress: 



 ‘Predictions’ of Classes of 
String Models 



This paper is dedicated to the memory of Max Kreuzer.

1. Introduction

To date, the largest class of Calabi-Yau threefolds that has been constructed explicitly,

consists of hypersurfaces in toric varieties which are associated to reflexive polytopes via

the Batyrev construction [1]. Kreuzer and the third author have given a complete list of

473,800,776 such polytopes [2, 3]. The Hodge numbers h1,1 and h1,2 play an important role

in the classification of Calabi-Yau manifolds and in applications of these manifolds to string

theory. There are combinatorial formulas for these numbers in terms of the polytopes, that

are given in [1]. By computing the Hodge numbers associated to the polytopes in the list,

one obtains a list of 30,108 distinct pairs of values for (h1,1, h2,1).
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Figure 1: The Hodge plot for the list or reflexive 4-polytopes. The Euler number � = 2

�
h1,1 � h1,2

�

is plotted against the height y = h1,1 + h1,2. The oblique axes correspond to h1,1 = 0 and h1,2 = 0.
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Generic 4D String Predictions 
•  Moduli (~thousands) 
 
•  Axions (many) 
      
•  No	global	symmetries	

•  Small	irreps	(fundamental,	bifundamental,	
symmetric,	anIsymmetric,	adjoint)	

•  If 4D N=1 SUSY: Cosmological Moduli 
‘Problem’! ( unless Mmoduli>30 TeV) 



TeV

eV

GeV

MeV BBN

CMB

Inflation

Thermal DM Freeze-out

Thermal History
Scale

Planck

TeV

eV

GeV

MeV BBN

CMB

Inflation

Scale
Planck

Alternative History

Radiation Phase
(instant reheating)

Particles Decay and Reheat

Scalar Oscillations Dominate

Figure 1: The lefthand timeline represents the thermal history of the early universe when dark
matter is populated in the thermal bath that emerges shortly after after inflation. The right
timeline represents a possible nonthermal history where dark matter production occurs directly
from scalar decay.

occurs at T
f

' m
X

/20 and g⇤ ⇠ 100, assuming the e↵ective number of degrees of freedom is similar
to that of the Standard Model [39]. The abundance simplifies to

⌦therm

dm

h2 ' 0.12

✓
1.63⇥ 10�26cm3/s

h�vi
◆

. (7)

where we have used GeV�2 · c ' 1.17 ⇥ 10�17 cm3/s. WIMPs with typical speeds (v ' 0.3c) and
electroweak cross-sections (⇡ 1 pb) yield ⌦therm

dm

h2 ' 0.12 in agreement with the data, a coincidence
often called the WIMP miracle.

Simple SUSY models with thermal WIMPs are in growing conflict with collider data and direct
detection experiments [40]. By contrast, nonthermal models posit that dark matter production
occurs at temperatures below standard thermal freeze-out4 leading to dark matter with novel and
unexpected experimental signatures. For example, if a heavy relic comes to dominate the energy
density following inflation and the dark matter particle is one its decay products, the resulting relic
density is still given by (6) but with T = T

r

and g⇤ = g⇤(Tr

), the value at the time of reheating

⌦NT

dm

h2 ' 8.60⇥ 10�11

✓
m

X

g⇤(Tr

)1/2h�viT
r

◆
,

' 0.10
⇣ m

X

100 GeV

⌘✓
10.75

g⇤

◆1/2✓3⇥ 10�23 cm3/s

h�vi
◆✓

10 MeV

T
r

◆
. (8)

The similarity to the thermal freezeout result (6) arises because when the WIMPs are produced
from scalar decay they will rapidly annihilate until their number density reduces to the point where
annihilations can no longer occur. This process is essentially instantaneous (on cosmological time

4If the particles were produced above their freeze-out threshold, they could thermalize via their mutual interactions.
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From S. Watson, SUSY 2013 



Challenges for String Models 
•  Gauge and matter structure of SM 
•  Hierarchy of scales + masses (including neutrinos) 

•  Flavor CKM, PMNS mixing, CP no FCNC 
•  Hierarchy of gauge couplings (unification?) 
•  ‘Stable’ proton + baryogenesis 
•  Inflation or alternative for CMB fluctuations 
•  Dark matter (+ avoid overclosing) 
•  Dark radiation (Neff~3.04) 
•  Dark energy 

N.B. If ONE of them does not work, rule out the model!!! 



e.g. Standard Model on D3/D7 
Branes 

e.g.: Models close to SM: 3 families, hierarchy of 
quark masses, etc.   



Figure 1: Left panel: A comparison of WMAP constraints in the ns-r plane with several string

models for Ne ' 60, taken from an ICHEP 2008 summary talk [54]. Right panel: The same comparison

superimposed on the Planck constraints taken from [1], with ‘D3/D3 inflation’ (yellow oval); ‘D3/D7

inflation’ (orange oval); ‘closed-string inflation’ (light green oval); ‘Fibre inflation’ (dark green oval)

and ‘Axion monodromy inflation’ (cyan oval).

Although present models cannot claim to explore all of string parameter space, it is

striking how unanimously they predict small r, and how well their predictions agree with

observations. Is there a reason for this agreement? Possibly, as we now see.

2.4 Future prospects for measuring r

Forecasting the expected size of primordial tensor perturbations is particularly useful now

given that observations are likely to become significantly more sensitive to r in the near

future. What might these observations expect to find? Time for theorists to nail their

colours to the mast.

As eq. (2.16) shows, a theory’s position in the ns - r plane is dictated by the two slow-

roll parameters, ✏ and ⌘. One combination of these two parameters is determined from the

value of ns � 1 ' 0.04 inferred from observations. Opinions about the likelihood of r being

observable then come down to opinions about how big ✏ might be. Two points of view towards

what should be expected are widely touted. These are:

• Flat prior: One point of view argues that in the absence of other information the two

small quantities ✏ and ⌘ should be expected to be similar in size, so if inflation is true

then tensor modes should soon be observed [5, 58].

• Flat log prior: A second point of view starts from the observation that the size of

primordial tensor perturbations is purely set by the size of the dominant energy density

– 16 –

String Scenario ns r

D3/D3 Inflation 0.966  ns  0.972 r  10�5

InflectionPoint Inflation 0.92  ns  0.93 r  10�6

DBI Inflation 0.93  ns  0.93 r  10�7

WilsonLine Inflation 0.96  ns  0.97 r  10�10

D3/D7 Inflation 0.95  ns  0.97 10�12  r  10�5

Racetrack Inflation 0.95  ns  0.96 r  10�8

N� flation 0.93  ns  0.95 r  10�3

AxionMonodromy 0.97  ns  0.98 0.04  r  0.07

KahlerModuli Inflation 0.96  ns  0.967 r  10�10

Fibre Inflation 0.965  ns  0.97 0.0057  r  0.007

Poly � instanton Inflation 0.95  ns  0.97 r  10�5

,

Of the models depicted, ‘D3/D3 inflation’ [15] represents the predictions of the first bona-

fide string implementation of brane-antibrane inflation [16, 17], including modulus stabilisa-

tion. The orange oval marked ‘D3/D7 inflation’ [30] and the light green oval marked ‘closed

string inflation’ represent the predictions of a broad class of models [32, 48, 51, 52, 55, 56]

which di↵er somewhat in their predictions for ⌘, but all find ✏ too small to show r non-zero on

the plot. Notice that similar predictions are obtained in models where inflation is obtained

from wrapped D-branes [57], inflection points [19], Wilson lines [26] or non-canonical kinetic

terms [21]. All of these models describe the observed fluctuations very well, and much better

than simple single-field �2 models.

Apart from ‘N-flation’ [33] which su↵ers from the control issues mentioned above, only

two of the string models, ‘Axion monodromy inflation’ [37] and ‘Fibre inflation’ [50], predict

r large enough to be visible on the plot. These two were specifically designed for the purpose

of obtaining large r, since it had been remarked that small r appeared to be generic to string-

inflationary models. They both score reasonably well for the ⌘-problem, but both have also

been criticized. Ref. [38] argues that the lack of supersymmetry in the models of ref. [37]

can make it more di�cult to control the corrections to leading predictions, with potentially

significant back-reaction e↵ects. The ‘Fibre inflation’ model builds on the hierarchy of masses

that loops and higher-derivative corrections introduce into the low-energy potential, but in

the absence of their explicit calculation must use an educated guess for their detailed shape.
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In excellent shape after 
Planck 2013-2015,  
(but most would have been 
RULED OUT if bicep2 were OK !) 

e.g.	String	InflaIon	models	



e.g. Moduli inflation 
↵ = 1, r ⇠ 0.13

↵ = 1, r = 3⇥ 10�3

↵ = 1/9, r = 4⇥ 10�4

↵ = 1/3, r = 10�3
N=4$supergravity,$
unit$size$Poincare$disk$

Goncharov:Linde$model$

ns#

log10r#

Starobinsky$model,$
conformal$aAractors$$

↵ = 1, r = 3⇥ 10�3

Fiber inflation 
 

α<<1 Kahler 



e.g. SUSY Breaking 

•  Split	Supersymmetry			m0~50	M1/2	

																																							m0~1000	M1/2	

				M1/2~	1	TeV	

	
	
•  	High	energy	SUSY		m0~	M1/2~1011	GeV	

(Concrete realisation of split susy in a framework including 
landscape, relative scales fixed, matching well with experiments...) 



General	Progress	
•  Field	is	broad:	MathemaIcs,	cosmology,	phenomenology,	computer,...	
	
•  Ater	the	Higgs	it	is	one	of	the	main	guides	to	BSM	physics	

because		UV	compleIon.	

•  `String	inspired’	phenomenology	(large	extra	dimensions,	Randall-
Sundrum,	axiverse,	split	supersymmetry,	anomalous	U(1)’s...)	

	
•  ConInuous	‘cumulaIve’	progress	

•  The	‘Swampland’?	(WGC,	non	SUSY	AdS,...?)	

•  CorrelaIons?	(inflaIon	vs	SUSY,	etc.)	



Concrete	Achievements	

•  RealisIc	Model	Building:	Many	quasi-realisIc	
models	(local	and	global)	but	not	fully	realisIc	yet.	

	
•  SUSY	Breaking	and	Moduli	StabilisaIon:	A	
handful	of	‘scenarios’	(generically	scalars	much	
heavier	than	gauginos)	

•  InflaIon	and	posInflaIon	cosmology:	(Few	
scenarios	with	concrete	predicIons).	



Future?	
	
•  Experimentally	driven?	(LHC,	axion	search,	post-Planck/

experiments)	
				(SUSY?	Z’?	non-gaussianiIes?,	DR	se^led?			
				tensor	modes!?)	

•  Accelerators:	ILC,		100Km/100TeV	hadron	collider!?	

	
•  Evidence	for	String	(GUT)	scale	physics??	
				(proton	decay,	cosmic	strings,	tensor	modes,			
					bubble	collisions?,...)	
	



String Models 

•  Too many string models? 
  (Heterotic, IIA, I, IIB, Landscape,...) 
 
•  Or too ‘few’ models? 
   (Not fully Realistic 
    model yet!!!) 
 
Machine	learning?	



OpImisIc	PerspecIve	
•  Typical	statement:	“We	do	not	understand	well	enough	string	

theory	to	try	to	extract	its	physics	implicaIons”	

•  Bold	answer:	“We	may	understand	the	theory	be^er	than	we	
think	(at	low	energies	and	weak	couplings)	using	all	foreseeable	
ingredients:	geometry,	branes,	fluxes,	perturbaIve,	
nonperturbaIve	effects,	etc.”		

				
	‘...our	mistake	is	not	that	we	take	our	theories	too	seriously,	but	
that	we	do	not	take	them	seriously	enough.	It	is	always	hard	to	
realise	that	these	numbers	and	equaNons	we	play	with	at	our	
desks	have	something	to	do	with	the	real	world.’		
Steven	Weinberg		
			



THANK YOU !	



Size and Shape of Extra Dimensions 

4-cycle size: τ  
(Kahler moduli) 

3-cycle size: U 
(Complex structure 
moduli) 

+ String Dilaton: S 



6 

Holography 



Gravity/No-Gravity	correspondence!	



Some	ImplicaIons	of	Holography	
•  Proper	definiIon	of	quantum	gravity	theory!	
•  Black	hole	entropy/area!		SBH=	(kc3/4Għ)	A	
•  InformaIon	loss	paradox	‘solved’!?	
•  PotenIal	applicaIons	to	‘strong	coupling	
systems’	(quark-gluon	plasma,	condensed	
ma^er	physics,	turbulence,...)	

•  Technique	compute	non	gaussianiIes	of	CMB!	
•  Cosmological	singularity/	acceleraIon????	
	



KKLT LVS

Soft term D3 D3

M1/2 ± �
3

2aV2/3

�
m3/2 ±

⇣
3s3/2⇠
4V

⌘
m3/2

m2
0

⇣
s3/2⇠
4V

⌘
m2

3/2

⇣
5s3/2⇠
8V

⌘
m2

3/2

Aijk �(1� s@s log Yijk)M1/2 �(1� s@s log Yijk)M1/2

Table 1. Summary of different soft terms for the visible sector on D3 branes for both KKLT and
LVS scenarios. Notice the similarity of the expressions despite the difference in origin for soft terms.
In both cases there is a hierarchy of masses with the ratio ✏ = M

1/2/m0

⌧ 1. For typical numbers
we have ✏ ⇠ 1/50 for KKLT and ✏ ⇠ 10

�2 � 10

�3 for LVS, illustrating a version of mini-split
supersymmetry.

dark matter candidates. In the KKLT scenario, the scalars are around 50 times heavier than
gauginos and the dark matter candidates depend on how much anomaly mediation dominates.
On the one hand, it could have a compresed spectrum with dark matter is higgino like or a
mixture higgsino-bino. Or on the other hand it could be anomaly dominated and then, also
wino like dark matter is possible.

Our description of soft breaking terms treats in a unified way both the KKLT and LVS cases,
with similar expressions determining the structure of soft terms. The different physical properties
of both scenarios manifest only after writing the explicit values of the flux superpotential W

0

and
the volume V. We summarise the structure of soft terms for matter on D3-branes for both KKLT
and LVS in Table 1, under the assumption that the Kähler potential takes the logarthmic form
(2.9).7

In summary, including also the study of the visible sector living on D7-branes presented in
Appendix ?? and summarised in Table ??, there are four distinct scenarios, depending whether the
visible sector lives on D3 or D7-branes and on the moduli stabilisation mechanism (KKLT or LVS).
These may be subject to strong constraints in the not too far a future by LHC and its potential
extensions and different dark matter searches.

There are several questions left open. A better understanding of the nilpotent superfield
realisation from the full string theory would be interesting. For instance, treating the D3-brane
superfield � and the anti-D3-brane superfield X in the same way (i.e. they shift in the same way
the Kähler coordinate describing the CY volume) reproduces the uplift term only when the anti-
D3-brane is placed in particular points of the warped CY, i.e. at the tip of a throat. It would have
been maybe more intuitive that this would happen for a generic point. A better understanding of
this would be desirable.

The structure of soft terms for the KKLT case is very similar to the one originally found
using other techniques by [13]. However not only our techniques are different but we get non-
vanishing scalar masses only after including ↵0 corrections which were not included in [13]. It

7Notice that the soft terms are non-vanishing only when non-perturbative effects, ↵0 corrections and
the presence of the nilpotent superfield are considered. This is consistent with the existence of a vanishing
supertrace formula recently found in [36] since in that reference those effects were not included.
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KKLT LVS

Soft term D7 D7

M1/2 ± �
1

aV2/3

�
m3/2 ±

⇣
3

4a⌧s

⌘
m3/2

m2
0 (1� 3!)m2

3/2

⇣
9(1��)
16a2⌧2s

⌘
m2

3/2

Aijk
3
2(2�� 1� s@s log Yijk)M1/2 �3(1� �)M1/2

Table 3. Summary of different soft terms for the visible sector on D7-branes for both KKLT and
LVS scenarios. Here ! =

�0

↵0�0
. Also the modular weight � is kept explicitly with values � = 1/2

for D7-branes simplifying the expressions. For D3-branes the leading order structure is given by
! = 1/3,� = 1.

Hence, the scalar masses at the dS minimum are given by

m2

=

9(1� �)

(4as⌧s � 1)

2

m2

3/2 . (B.21)

Concering the gaugino masses, the gauge kinetic function is f = Ts and hence they are dominated
by the FTs :

M = ± 3

4as⌧s � 1

m
3/2 , (B.22)

where the relative sign ± refers to the choice of W
0

? 0. Notice that the relation between the
scalars and the gauginos is given by

m2

= (1� �)M2 . (B.23)

Finally the trilinears can be written as

Aijk = �3(1� �)M . (B.24)

For the case of D7-branes, � = 1/2 and hence

m2

=

1

2

M2 and Aijk = �3

2

M . (B.25)

Cosmological and phenomenological observations

The mass of the lightest modulus is

m2

V = 5as⌧s
s3/2⇠

V m2

0

(B.26)

one can see that the bound in order to avoid the cosmological moduli problem is

m
0

& 10

3

TeV . (B.27)

In this scenario, the gauginos are of the same order as the scalars. Hence all the sparticles are at
MSUSY & 10

3 TeV. The higgsinos will be of the order µ ⇠ 10 TeV (if one is able to saturate the
last bound) due to the one loop mass contribution induced by the bino and the wino. Therefore,
this scerario would need of R-parity violation to avoud dark matter overproduction, and non of the
sparticles would be detectable at LHC or at direct or indirect detection experiments.
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e.g. SUSY Breaking 



e.g. BRANE - ANTIBRANE  INFLATION 

All branes inflate while two approach 



e.g. MODULI   
INFLATION 



 String Phenomenology 2014, Trieste.                                                   David Marsh, University of Oxford
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Moduli and cosmology

Cosmological Moduli Domination  String Phenomenology 2014, Trieste.                                                   David Marsh, University of Oxford

BBN requires T > O(1 MeV), so 
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Moduli and cosmology
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String Phenomenology*: 
 

Long Term Plan: 
String theory scenario that satisfies all 

particle physics and cosmological 
observations and hopefully lead to 

measurable predictions 

*In	contrast	to	“String	Noumenology”	


